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ABSTRACT
Restoration of facial defects is a challenge for both reconstruc
tive surgeon and prosthodontist. There should be collective
efforts from the restorative team involved in rehabilitation of
the lost tissue to best of the form and esthetics. Orbitofacial
defects warrant early and effective treatment protocol to
allow incapacitated patients some level of social acceptance.
A removable maxillofacial prosthesis which is closely adapted,
well retained and with good color match is easily accepted by
the patient. Retention of the orbitofacial prosthesis is achieved
using various means, like implants, tissue undercuts, adhe
sives, magnets. A material chosen should be easy to manipulate
and compatible to different retentive aids employed. This paper
presents rehabilitation of extended orbital exenteration defect
with spectacle retained orbitofacial prosthesis.
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INTRODuCTION
Disfiguring wounds resultant to removal of orbital
tumors often lead to psychological trauma to the patient.
Large facial defects have limited means of anatomical
retention but high expectation of esthetics.1 Providing
protection to the vital deeper structures and maintaining
the form and esthetics is a greatest challenge in prosthetic
rehabilitation of midfacial defects. When restoring lost
orbital and surrounding facial structure, orientation of
ocular component, shade matching plays a crucial role in
the best outcome of the prosthesis. Retention of the facial
prosthesis plays a vital role in the success of treatment.

A well-retained and indiscernible prosthesis allows the
patient to be accepted in society without being a victim
of unwanted empathy.

CASE REPORT
A 43-year-old male patient was referred to outpatient
department for the prosthetic rehabilitation of orbitofacial
defect on right side. His medical documents revealed that
the patient had undergone orbital exenteration along with
wide local excision including removal of eye lids for the
management of sebaceous cell carcinoma of right eye.
Craniotomy of right parental region was also been done.
Adjuvant chemoradiation therapy was not given. Three
months postsurgery, patient was referred to the division
of prosthodontics for rehabilitation. Clinical examination
revealed completely healed extended orbital exenteration
of right orbit (Fig. 1).
Various treatment modalities were discussed with
patient as well as the ophthalmologist. After weighing
the pros and cons of different materials and techniques
a treatment plan was formulated to fabricate orbitofacial
prosthesis using heat-cured polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) resin retained by the spectacles.
Impression of the defect along with the contralateral eye and surrounding structures was made using
irreversible hydrocolloid material along with the type
1 impression compound acting as the tray (Fig. 2).
Impression was poured using type 3 gypsum, and cast
was retrieved. Wax pattern of the future prosthesis was
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Fig. 1: Preoperative photograph of the patient
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DISCuSSION

prepared sculpting the anatomy of orbitofacial area using
contralateral nondefect side as a guide. Pre-fabricated
acrylic eye shell was selected after matching the color,
size and shape of the unaffected eye. Selected eyeshell
was incorporated into the wax pattern. Trial of the wax
pattern and necessary corrections were done (Fig. 3).
Thin polymerized acrylic sticks were attached to the
corner of the eye shell to prevent its movement during
dewaxing and PMMA resin packing. The wax pattern
was flasked and dewaxed to prepare the mold. Intrinsic
stains were added to heat cure PMMA resin mix to closely
match the patient’s skin.
The prosthesis was acrylized and finished. Extrinsic
stains were used to match patient’s skin. Eyelashes were
created using patient’s own hair and incorporated onto
the prosthesis using cyanoacrylate resin. A properly fitting spectacle was selected. The prosthesis was attached
to the rim of the spectacle using autopolymerizing resin
(Fig. 4). The completed prosthesis was inserted (Fig. 5).
The patient was instructed about the home care and
maintenance of the prosthesis. Recall visits were scheduled every week for a month and subsequently once
a quarter. NCCN protocol was followed during recall
management.

Orbital exenteration is a surgical technique in which the
orbital content (eye, adnexa and part of the bony orbit)
is removed, to manage large orbital tumors. Bartisch G2
a German Physician first described this procedure
in 1583. This technique is generally reserved to lifethreatening malignancies which are unresponsive to
more conservative treatment modalities.3 In extended
exenteration, excision of adjacent tissues is performed in
achieving complete excision of the tumor with healthy
tissue margins.4 For many facial defects, surgical
reconstruction is the most natural way to restore
appearance and normal function. However, surgical
reconstruction is not always possible. Orbital prosthesis
presents an attractive and possible alternative when
esthetic and functional requirements are beyond the
capacity of local reconstructive efforts. 5 Prosthetic
rehabilitation of orbital exenteration involving eye lids
and facial structures are done by selecting suitable
reconstructive material and retentive aid. Frequent
clinical examination of the exenterated wound would be
necessary to evaluate the recurrence of the malignancy.
Hence in the present case, easily removable maxillofacial
prosthesis which can be firmly attached to spectacle
frame was devised. Orbital prosthesis can also be
retained in tissue under cuts, by use of medical grade
adhesive and osseointegrated orbital implants.6 Use of
maxillofacial implants may not be a first option in the
radical surgeries involving malignant tumors. In the
present case, implants were not considered because lateral
and supraorbital ridge was surgical removed.
Polymethyl methacrylate resins are one of the oldest
materials used in the fabrication of facial prosthesis.
They are used because they are durable, color stable,
have good edge strength, economical, easily stained
extrinsically or intrinsically, and can be firmly attached to
mechanical aid like optical frames, but the disadvantage
includes rigidity and water sorption. Medical grade

Fig. 3: Wax pattern try in

Fig. 4: Completed prosthesis

Fig. 2: Impression retrieved
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CONCLuSION
Extended orbital exenteration was managed with spec
tacle retained orbitofacial prosthesis. Prosthetic rehabilitation is preferred treatment modality for orbital defects.
An early, well-retained prosthesis with good esthetics
would uplift the psychosocial well-being of the patient.
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